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JSC EM-PLAST began the activity in 2007 on the basis of JSC Saranskkabel-Optika. The production
of a polyethylene stretch-film organized in 2004 which was one of JSC Saranskkabel-Optika activities, is
entered now into JSC EM-PLAST structure. Company volume of production stably grows: from 2004 for
2005 sales volumes increased in 4 times, today quantity of made production makes 140т monthly.
The project on the organization of production of new production - a poliolefinovy film became a
basis for creation of JSC EM-PLAST. Wide prospects of implementation of this project are caused by huge
capacity of the Russian market of the films, connected with the general growth of the domestic industry.
The carried-out research of the consumer market showed that the poliolefinovy film possessing a number
of doubtless advantages before other packing materials, more and more is willingly applied in the most
various branches - in the food industry, including confectionery and bakery, in polygraphy, in the market
of finishing materials. Constantly the growing demand for poliolefinovy films is caused by their high
consumer qualities - attractive appearance, environmental friendliness (unlike PVC of films, the
poliolefinovy film doesn't allocate some harmful gases at storage and a usadka and is absolutely safe for
health of the person and environment), excellent physicomechanical indicators, possibility to pack without
deformation a product of any geometrical form. It is important to note and that application of the
poliolefinovy film suitable for use on existing park of the thermoshrinkable equipment, allows the
consumer to save on a packing material to 30 % of money. In the middle of 2008 of JSC EM-PLAST
started new shop on production of the biaxial focused thermoshrinkable poliolefinovy five-layer film. The
production program is carried out on the newest Italian equipment of TECNO COATING ENGINEERING
s.r.l firm. on the unique patented technology double injection-blow-moulding («Double Bubble»). Capacity
of the enterprise makes 160 t a month.
Along with manufacturing of production which has become already traditional, compoundings of
production of films are constantly developed and improved with direct participation of foreign experts. at
present the plant is the unique enterprise in Russia of 5 layer thermoshrinkable poliolefinovy films which
have mastered industrial production. from the moment of start of this project more than 7320 thousand kgs
of a thermoshrinkable poliolefinovy film are already shipped.
Main objective of JSC EM-PLAST is creation of new production of the European level of the
organization of the work which is letting out qualitative competitive production. Our plant becomes the
unique enterprise in Russia, offering to the consumer a poliolefinovy film of the European quality at the
Russian prices. Aspiring to adjust flexible system of work with clients, our company gives particular
attention to a principle «In 2 In» - «the producer for the producer» which will allow to make especially
effective cooperation with representatives of small and medium business and to provide intensive advance
of our production in the market.
We hope that the hi-tech equipment, knowledge and experience of our employees will allow our
enterprise to make a worthy contribution to development of the Russian industry of packing materials.

